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HOMOMORPHISMS OF GRAPHS TO ODD CYCLES
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ABSTRACT. We give a class of graphs G for which there exists a tiomomorphic
(- adjacency preserving) map from V(G) to V(C), where C is the shortest odd
cycle in G. Hereby extending a result of Albertson, Catlin and Gibbons.
Moreover our class of graphs is characterized by the property: For each odd
subdivision of G' there exists a homomorphic map from V(G') to V(C') where
C' is the shortest odd cycle of G'.
~F) Department of Econometrics
Tilburg University, P.O. Box 90153, Tilburg, Holland.-i-
1. INTRODUCTION
A graph G' is called a homomorphic image of a graph G if there exists a
map q: V(G) -~ V(G') preserving adjancency, i.e. if uv E E(G) then
q(u)q(v) E E(G') (V(G) denotes the nodeset of G, E(G) its edgeset). We say
G maps to G'. In this paper we are interested in maps to odd cycles.
Obviously, if G maps to ~n odd cycle of lengt}i M then no odd cycle in G is
shorter than M. The result of this paper is
THEOREM. Let G be a non-bipartite graph. Then aither G maps to its shortest
odd cycZe or G contains an vdd-K4 or an odd-K3 subgraph. O
2
Here an odd-K4 and an odd-K3 are graphs as indicated in fig. 1. Wriggled and
dotted lines stand for ( pairwise openly disjoint) paths, dotted lines may
have length zero and odd indicates that the corresponding faces are odd
cycles.
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fig. 1- 2 -
We shall give a proof in section 2. As pointed out in the remark at the end
of that section the proof yields a polynomial--time algorithm which finds a
2
map to tho shorc.est odd cycle of G or finds an odd-K4 or an odd-Kj.
'I'hc~ thc`c~rc`m i.ml~lios, t.he feillowi.ncl result due tci Albc:rl,~on, Catlin anci
Gibbon.. ~ 1'ltiq~ - Ih,re JoGcí me.tn:~ repeatecl identil-lcation r7f nocies at ~i;;-
tance tw~.
COROLLARY 1. Let G be a graph, and Zet M be an odci number (~ 3) such that G
contains no odd cycZe shorter than M. Then either G maps to a cycle of Zength
M or G contains a subgraph zJhich foZds to an odd-x4 in ~hich aZZ odd cycles
have length M.
PROOF (that corollary 1 follows from the theorem).
If G is bipartite it maps to each odd cycle. So assume G is not bipartite.
Let K be the length of its shortest odd cycle. Assume G does not map to a
c:ycLo ~~I Ic~ncitli M. Since c`,cc:h cnief cye:le of lenc7ttt clreater than or Pqual tci
M map~ to .t cycl~ of lenqth M, G cioes not map to a cycle of Icnclth K. lty Uic
theorem G has a subgraph G' such that G is an odd-K4 or an odd-K3- It is not
hard to see that G' folds to a odd-K4 in which each odd cycle has length M. O
Note that the theorem properly extends corollary 1 since the graph in fig. 2
2
folds to K4 (the 4-clique), but it does not contain an odd-K4 or an odd-K3.
fiq. 2- 3 -
As another corollary of the theorem we get a characterization of the graphs
not containing an odd-K4 or an odd-K3. The proof is left to the reader as
and easy exercise. In [Gerards, Schrijver, 1985b] one can find more cha-
racterizations of these graphs. Using one of these characterizations
Schrijver obtained a short and elegant proof of the main theorem of this
paper. However that characterization relies on Tutte's characterization of
regular matroids (Tutte [1958]), whereas the proof given in section 2 is
elementary.
Odd-subdivision means: replacing edqes by paths of odd length.
COROLLARY 2. A graph G does not cOntain an Odd-K4 Or an odd-K3 iff G iS bi-
partite ~~r cach odd-subdivisinn G' of G maps to the shortest odd cycle o,~'
G~- O
REMARK. From the theorem it follows: If G contains no odd-K4 and no odd-K3
then the length of a shortest odd cycle equals the maximal cardinality of a
packing of E(G) with sets of the form ~X~ U ~V(G)`X~, X C V(G). Here ~X~
denotes the set of edges with both ends in X. A weighted Version of this
min-max relations follows Via odd-subdivision if all weights are odd.
In fact Seymour [1977] showed that this weighted form holds for any weight
function and for any signed graph not reducible to the signed graph in fig.
3. For signed graphs and reductions of them see the first part of section 2.
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM
Before we get to the actual proof we give a preliminary result. It is con-
venient for its proof to state it in terms of signed graphs.
A signed graph (G,E~) is an undirected graph G together with a subset, E~,
of the edgeset E(G). The edges in E~ are called odd, the other edges are
called even. A cycle C in G is called odd (even) if E~ n E(C) is odd (even
respectively). A signed graph is bipartite if it contains no odd cycles.
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Obviously odd-K4 and odd-K3 can be defined in this context as well. (Then
the faces in fig. 1 indicated with odd are sígned odd cycles.)
The following proposition is easy to check.
PROPOSITION. A signed graph (G,Ep) COntains an vdd-K4 or an odd-K3 iff G
ean be reduced to x4 (zoith all edges odd) or to the graph in fig. 3(bold
edges even, thin edges odd). ~- 4 -
Reductiort means: deletion of edges, contraction of even edges, or resigning,
i.e. replacing ED by E~ A B, where B is a minimal cut (0 :- "symmetric dif-
ference").
fig. 3
REMARK. Not that also holds "(G,EO) contains an odd-K4 iff (G,EO) can be re-
2
duced to K4". But "(G,E~) contains an odd-K3 iff (G,Ep) can be reduced to
the signed graph in fig. 3" is not true.
We call a cycle C in a(signed) qraph non-separating if for each two edges
e and f not in E(C) there exists nodes vl,...,vk not on C such that vl is
contained in e, vk is contained in f, and v, and v,}1 are adjacent (j -
J )
1,...,k-1). So C is separating if removing C from G(including the nodes of
C) topologically disconnects G.
LErtr~A. Let (G,E~) be a signed graph not containing an odd-K4 or an odd-K3.
Let C be a non-separating odd cycle in (G,E~). If the edges induced by the
nodes not on c form a bipartite signed graph than aZZ odd cycle~ in G con-
tain one fixed node of G.
PROOF. .
If V(G)`V(C) - Q, then each edge in E(G)`E(C) is a chord of C. Since C is
non-separatinq, IE(G)`E(C)I ~ 1 in which case the lemma follows trivially.
So let us assume: V(G)`V(C) ~`(ó. Let T be a tree in G with V(T) - V(G)`V(C)
(T exists since C is non-separating). Delete the edges induced by V(G)`V(C)
not on T. Resign such that E(T) n EG - fd. Contract the edqes in E(T). Now- 5 -
each odd cycle in G contains an odd cycle in the contracted graph, which by
the proposion does not contain an odd-K4 or an odd-K3. Hence we may assume
G to be the contracted graph. So V(G) - V(C) V{w} (w not in V(C)).
Let C' be an odd cycle in G, such that IE(C') n E(C)~ is minimal. Choose
u E V(C) ~i V(C'). We show that each odd cycle in G contains u. Suppose to
the contrary that odd cycle C" does not contain u. By the minimality of
IE(C') n E(C)I we have that E(C') n E(C) n E(C") -(L. There are five pos-





Now we leave the context of signed graphs. If we refer to the previous part
of this section, we do this by refering to "the proposition" or "the lemma",
and we assume E~ - E(G).
PROOF OF THE THEOREM. Let G be a minimal counterexample. Let M be the lenght
of its shortest odd cycle. S denotes the collection of shortest odd cycles in
G. It is not hard to see that in a minimal counterexample, as G is, there
cannot be a separating shortest odd cycle. Let ES denote the set of edges
contained in a shortest odd cycle. Let G1 -(V1,E1), G2 -(VZ,EZ),..., Gk -
(Vk,Ek) be the components of (V(G),ES). (NOte that (Vi,Ei) may be equal to
({v},f~) for a v E V(G).)- 6 -
Claim 1. Let i- 1,...,k. If r1 and r2 are odd cycZes in G such that
v(r1) n vi ~ (d and v(r2) n vi ~(d then v(rl) n v(r2) ~(d,
Proof of claim 1. Assume r1 and r2 are odd cycles, V(rl) n Vi ~~J'
v(r2 n vi) ~(D ana v(r1) n v(r2) - 0.
Since Gi is connected there exist C1,C2,...,CR in G1, C. E S(j - 1,...,R)
J
such that V(rl) n V(C1) ~(L, V(Cj) n V(Cj}1) ~(d (j - 1,...,2-1), and
V(r2) n V(CQ) ~~. Without loss of generality we may assume: R-t, Let F be
the set of edges in E(rl) U E(r2) which do not meet C1. Then F is a forest.
Extend F to a tree T such that V(T) - V(G)`V(C1) (that is possible as C1 is
non-separating). Then the lemma applies to r1 as a subgraph of
E(T) U E(r1) U E(r2) U E(C1). Hence V(rl) n V(r2) -(d, contradicting our
assumption.
end of proof of claim 1
We are now going to prove that k-1, i.e. (V,ES) is r.onnected. We do this by
contradiction.
Assumption: k ~ 2.
Let B be the set of edges leaving V1. Since G is connected, B~{d. Moreover
e E B implies that there is no C E S with e E E(C).
Claim 2. If r is an odd cycle in G, then ~E(r)`B~ ~ M.
Proof of claim 2. Let r be a counter example with ~E(r) n BI minimal and,
under that restriction, I E(r)`BI minimal. Obviously IE(r) n B~ is not 0 or 2.
Hence ~E(P) n BI ~ 4.
First we prove
If C E S, u,v E v(c) n v(r) with u~ v. Then
(x) min{ ~ E (II 1) n B ~, ~ E(II2) ~ B ~} - 0, r~here II1 arcd II2 are the paths
on r raith endpoints u and v.
Assume (t) is not correct. Let P1 and P2 be the paths on C with endpoints u
and v, such that IE(P1)I - IE(n2)I (mod 2). Then for i- 1,2, E(Pi) ~ E(IIi)
contains an odd cycle r., say, such that IE(ri) n BI ~ ~E(IIi) n BI ~ IE(r) n B~.
i
Hence I E(P.)I t IE(II,)`BI ~ I E(r,)`BI ~ M(by the minimality of r). Since
1 1 - 1 -
IE(P1)I } IE(P2)I - M we now have I E(r)`BI - IE(II1)`BI t IE(iI2)`BI ~ M, con-
tradicting our assumption that r violates claim 2, hence (t) is correct.-~-
Now let vl,v2 E V1 n V(P) such that the two paths II1 and II2 on P with end-
points vl and v2 satisfy E(II1 ) fl Ei - fd, I E(II1) n B ~ - 2. Let C1 and C2 be
shortest odd cycles in G1 with vl E V(C1) and v2 E V(C2), and such that
IE(C.) ~~ E(I') ~ is maximal for i- 1,2. Then IV(C.) n V(I') I- 1 or
1 1
E(C. ) n E(I') is a path.
1
Indeed, let u E V(Ci) n V(I')`{vi}. Let Q be the path on II2 from vi to u,
and let P be the path on C, from v, to u, such that IE(P)I - IE(Q)I~
1 1
Since C1 E S: IE(Q)I ? IE(P)I. Let I" be an odd cycle in (E(I')`E(Q)) U E(P).
By (x) E(Q) n B-~; hence IE(P') n BI ~ IE(P) n BI and
IE(P')`BI ~ IE(P)`BI - IE(Q)I t IE(P)I.-
By the minimality of I' we now have IE(Q)I ~ IE(P)I, so IE(Q)I ' IE(P)I.
Hence (E(C.)`E(P)) U E(Q) is a shortest odd cycle, which violates the maxi-
i
mality of IE(C.) ~~ E(P)I unless P-Q.
i
Now let b E E(II2) n E(B) (which is not empty). Let 1T21 and 1I22 be the com-
ponents of E(!i j) `{b} with vi E V(i[2i) , i- 1, 2. By (t) V(Ti21 ) n V(CZ) -(d
and V(I[22) n V(C1 )-~1. lience V( I') n V(C1) n V(C2) -(A.
Since V(C1) n V(C2) ~~(claim 1) and since E(Ci) n E(C) is a path, the
cycle 1' is non-separating in the union of P, C1 and C2. So by the lemma
there exists an odd cycle C, say, in E(C1) U E(C2) such that V(C) n V(T') -(~.
From the fact that C1 and C2 are in S it is not hard to see that C E S, and
(E(C1) U E(C2))`E(C) is also a cycle in S. This cycle violates (x).
end of proof of claim 2
Now we contract the edges in B. We get a graph G' which does not contain an
odd-K4 or an odd-K3 (by the proposition), and in which each odd cycle has
length greater than or equal to M(claim 2). By the minimality of G, G' maps
to a cycle of length M. Equivalently there exists a map ~p' : V(G') -~IL such
that Icp'(u) - ~y'(v)I - 1(mod M) for each uv E E(G').
Define ~p : V(G) -~ TL by cp (u) - cp' (u' ) if u~ V1 and cp (u) - cp' (u' ) t 1 if
u E V1, where u' is the node in G' to which u is contracted.
Claim 3. Icp(u) - ~p(v)~ - 1(mod M) for earh uv E E(G).
Proof of claim 3. Let u,v E V(G), uv E E(G). If uv E B then u and v are
contracted into the same node of G', and u E V1, v~ V1 (or vice versa).
Hence cp(u) - ~p(v) t 1. If uv ~ B then u and v are both in V1 or both not in
V1. Moreover they are not contracted to one node since then there would be-~-
an odd cycle r in G with I E(r)`BI - 1, violating claim 2. So
~~(u) -~(v)~ - ~W'(u') - W'(~')~ - 1(mod M).
end of proof of claim 3
Hence G maps on a cycle of length M, contradicting our assumption that G
violates the theorem, so our assumption k~ 2 is not correct. Take any odd
cycle C E S. By claim 1 it meets any odd cycle in G. Since C is non-separating
there exists a v E V(C), such that each odd cycle in G passes through v(see
the lemma). Hence the graph induced by V`{v} is bipartite. Let Vr U Vb be a
bipartition. Denote the set of nodes of V`{v} which have distance 0 to v by
Vl. The collection {Vlli - 1,...,[~MJ} is a partition of V`{v} as each u E V
is in an odd cycle of length M. Moreover V1 n Vr and V1 ~~ Vb are stable sets.
Contracting each of them to a single node yields a cycle of length M(this
contraction is a homomorphism:). So again G maps to its shortest odd cycle,
thus providing a final contradiction. O
REMARK. It is not hard to deduce from the proof a polynominal-time algorithm
which determines, given a graph G with no odd-K4 or odd-K3, a homomorphic
map from G to its shortest odd cycle. Indeed, the length of a shortest odd
cycle, as well as a shortest odd cycle containing some fixed node or edge
can be determined in polynomial-time. Hence so can ES (GrStschel, Pulleyblank
[1981J or Gerards, Schrijver [1985a]). Moreover, if we find a map to a cycle
of length M after we contracted the edges leaving some component of (V,ES),
we can easily find such a map for the original graph. In fact we can use the
above proof to create a polynomial-time algorithm which determines, given a
graph G, a homomorphic map from G to its shortest odd cycle, an odd-K4, or
an odd-K3. That algorithm starts with the algorithm indicated above. If that
fails (e.g. claim 2 does not hold, or ES is connected but there is no v E V(G)
such that V(G)`{v} induces a bipartite graph) then it is possible to re-
construct the proof in polynomial-time, such that one finds an odd-K4, an
odd-K3 or a separating shortest odd cycle. In the last case a decomposition
of the problem is possible. Since the details are rather complicated, and
messy, we shall omit them.-9-
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